Second graders practice
traditional Costa Rican dances.

¡Bienvenidos

a Jones Elementary!
Prepare your child for the future with a multicultural immersion education

W

elcome to Jones, where our Spanish
Immersion Program provides a total
language experience from kindergarten through
fifth grade. Our multicultural immersion
education has become a model for other schools
in North Carolina and across the nation.
Children learn the Spanish language naturally
in everyday classroom situations and through
subject instruction. This makes language learning
more meaningful and helps them develop
listening comprehension, spontaneous verbal
expression, and reading and writing skills.
Besides exploring customs, traditions and the
history of many Hispanic cultures, we emphasize
international connections.
Research has shown that immersion students
are capable of achieving as well as — and in
most cases better than — non-immersion pupils
on standardized tests. You can boost your child’s
academic potential by selecting the magnet
program at Jones.
The world is wide, and being bilingual is key
to being successful in the global society and

Kindergartners start learning Spanish on the first
day of school and develop natural accents.

economy. Childhood is the best time to develop
an appreciation and understanding of diverse
cultures, peoples and perspectives in the world,
and giving your child the opportunity to become
fluent in a second language is a huge benefit.
Change your child’s future today!

Our goal: Help students become bilingual, biliterate and multicultural while
learning and mastering the knowledge they need to succeed in the 21st century.
Jones Elementary School, 502 South St., Greensboro, NC 27406 · Phone: 336-370-8230

BENEFITS OF LANGUAGE
IMMERSION PROGRAMS
 Students may do better in
English. Dual-language learners
often outperform their peers on
standardized tests and have better
“metalinguistic awareness.” They
learn useful skills for decoding text.
 Students are more engaged.
In studies across 37 school districts,
researchers found that immersion
students seem to be happier in
school — with better attendance
and fewer behavioral problems.
Parent involvement is also higher.
 Students’ brains learn higher
executive control. Immersion
helps improve the skills needed to
organize and regulate thinking. In
managing dual languages, students’
brains get stronger; they learn
to ignore distractions in favor of
focused, selective attention.
 Bilingualism may protect
against brain aging. The onset of
dementia occurs later in people who
speak two languages.
 Students hone problemsolving skills. Bilingual students
outdo single-language students
in divergent thinking, pattern
recognition and problem solving.

ABOUT JONES SPANISH
IMMERSION PROGRAM

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
What is an immersion program?

It began in 1990 with 12 students.
students are
enrolled for the
2016-17 school
year with
98 slots for kindergartners.

475
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Spanish-speaking countries and one
commonwealth are represented by
the 22 lead teachers in the program:
Colombia, Costa Rica, Honduras,
Mexico, Panama, Peru, Puerto Rico,
Spain, Uruguay and Venezuela.

Students will acquire Spanish
as their second language through
listening, reading, speaking, writing,
singing and learning. Teachers use
a bit of English for support in the
beginning, but the goal is to move
toward teaching all core subjects in
Spanish and having students respond
and discuss in Spanish.

How about math, science and
other subjects?

They’re taught in Spanish too.
Immersion students follow the same
Common Core and N.C. standard
course of study curricula taught in
all other Guilford County Schools.
Spanish is the medium through which
they are taught, not the object of
instruction. Students have full access
to art, music, P.E. and a technology
lab, all led in English, as well as a
media center stocked with Spanish and
English books at every reading level.

How will my child learn English
and grammar?

JONES IMMERSION STUDENTS EXCEED
COUNTY, STATE PROFICIENCY RATES
ON N.C. END-OF-GRADE TESTS*

All second graders are screened for
English proficiency at the beginning
of the year. They begin receiving
daily instruction for 60 minutes
by a certified teacher who focuses
on reading, writing, spelling and
grammar skills in English.

reading

What are the teachers like?

JONES IMMERSION
GUILFORD COUNTY
NORTH CAROLINA

81.0%
51.3%
57.0%

math
JONES IMMERSION
GUILFORD COUNTY
NORTH CAROLINA

75.6%
54.7%
60.7%

*Combined 2016 average for third, fourth and fifth grades

47%

of students
in the
immersion
program test high enough to
receive Academically Gifted
curriculum instruction in fourth
and fifth grade.

Our teachers are qualified
professional educators who all
have an N.C. teaching license and
have passed an exam that tests for
fluency in Spanish and English. Their
classrooms reflect the structure and
high expectations necessary for our
rigorous academic challenges. They
also provide a positive, nurturing
climate for children and reinforce our
focus on creating “global citizens.”

Students read and write only in Spanish for the majority of their work.
How quickly do students
become fluent?

counterparts in Guilford
County and North
Call 336-370-8230 or
Carolina on 2016
email mitcher@gcsnc.
EOGs.

By the end of the first
semester, kindergarten
students understand
com to schedule a tour or
nearly everything their
Will my child be
learn more about Jones’ prepared for middle
teachers are saying. By
Spanish immersion
the end of kindergarten,
school and beyond?
they can respond to their
Jones immersion
program.
teachers, answer questions
students often take highand read in Spanish. By fifth
level classes and make the
grade, they are fully fluent.
honor roll in middle school. Students
have the option of attending Aycock
Will I be able to help my child
Middle and then Grimsley High where
with homework?
selected immersion courses are taught.
Teachers make sure students
Also, the high school International
understand assignments and can
Baccalaureate programs, which have a
explain them to their parents. The
rigorous second language component,
most important expectation for all
may be of interest.
immersion parents involves reading
EVERY night in English. This
Who can apply for acceptance
is crucial to your child’s English
into the immersion program?
language literacy development,
English-speaking families in
particularly in kindergarten and
Guilford County who want their child
first grade. Teachers send home a
to become bilingual and participate
weekly newsletter detailing learning
in an exciting and rigorous academic
objectives, homework, upcoming
program may apply. Five-yearevents and classroom news.
olds who know their numbers,
shapes, sounds, colors, the English
How do students perform on state
alphabet and may be reading or
tests that are given in English?
trying to read are prime candidates
Immersion students typically
for the immersion program. Only
score at the proficient level or higher kindergartners and beginning firston state end-of-grade tests. Jones
graders are accepted — through a
immersion students exceeded their
lottery of applicants — in the program.

Kindergartners rapidly pick up
a new vocabulary.

